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Seminar objectives
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• Walking / sloping column design and details

• Node analysis, design and detailing

• Tension and compression strut design

• Diaphragm design and load path issues

• Diaphragm load transfer to shear walls

• Things to watch out for

Review
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Design methodology
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• Procedures discussed in this webinar are conservative.

• Conservative approaches will not adversely affect overall cost.

• Multiple (redundant) approaches are used for some checks.

• Conservative approximations are used to facilitate (speed up) design. 

There is no ACI 318 design methodology for designing walking 

columns. Therefore,

Caution: Use this design procedure at your own risk. It has not been peer 

reviewed and is not recognized by ACI. The procedure is based on structural 

engineering fundamentals and continues to be a “work in progress”. Your 

walking columns may have unique conditions that are not considered in this 

presentation.

What is a walking column?

4
Walking columnSloping column

(For this 

presentation, the 

term “walking 

column” usually 

applies to both 

walking and 

sloping 

columns.)
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Sloping columns

Seminole Hard Rock 

Hotel & Casino, 

Hollywood, FL
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Walking columns

Vancouver 

House, 

Vancouver, 

British Columbia, 

Canada
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When to walk? When to slope?
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• Walking columns have easier formwork

• Walking columns have simpler column rebar details

• Sloping columns are usually dictated by the architect (when the 

columns are architecturally exposed).

Walking columns are usually simpler, less expensive, and easier to build 

than sloping columns.
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Walking column design is similar to deep beam strut and tie design
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Deep beam Walking column

Things to watch out for
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• Walking columns can split or crack if not properly reinforced.

• Walking columns can impose big horizontal forces in floor diaphragms and shear walls.

• Reinforcing details at the nodes are critical.

• Diaphragm strut design is critical (especially the tension struts).

• Legitimate and continuous load paths in floor diaphragms are critical. (Complications at steps 

and openings in floor slabs.)

• Software may not properly consider, analyze, or design,

• The walking columns

• Horizontal forces, moments, and shears in floor diaphragms

• Additional forces in shear walls induced by the walking columns 

• Load path issues in columns, slab struts, diaphragms and shear walls

• Rebar details at nodes, struts, floor diaphragms and shear walls

• Tension and compression struts in floor diaphragms

• Anomalies in diaphragms resulting from slab openings, slab steps, etc.

• There is little or no redundancy in diaphragm tension/compression strut load paths. 

Rule-of-thumb: Be conservative!
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Rules-of-thumb for walking columns
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• Provide adequate column overlap (plan view) above and below slab. (Avoid excessive 

overhang between upper and lower columns.)

• Walk columns over two or more floors to ensure adequate vertical shear strength in 

column and to minimize horizontal strut forces.

• Rule-of-thumb for maximum walk/slope: 1 horizontal : 6 vertical

• Lightly loaded columns can walk more than heavily loaded columns.

• The larger the walk, the larger the diaphragm strut forces. 

• Strive to avoid strut forces > 600k (although strut forces as high as 1,100k have been 

encountered)

• Large strut forces require a continuous each way top and bottom steel in slab 

diaphragm for diaphragm shear and for strut compression and tension.

• Large strut forces may require thicker floor slabs.

• Careful attention required where tension struts occur perpendicular to slab edges.

• Walking columns over several floors will reduce strut forces.

• Watch out for steps and large openings in floor diaphragms resisting walking column 

strut forces. (Steps and large openings will disrupt diaphragm strut load paths.)

• Do not rely on typical details for walking columns.
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Do not rely on typical details for design of 

walking columns.
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Do not rely on typical details
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How do you put this (and the other 

examples that follow) in a typical detail?

Some examples of walking columns
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Drawing column elevations helps 

designers spot problems and 

unique conditions. Vertical 

reinforcing configurations are 

often unique.

Walking column
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Walking column
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Walking column
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Walking column
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Walking column
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Sloping column
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Walking column

22

Walking wall
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Design Procedure

(Note: Most ACI 318 references in this presentation are to ACI 

318-08. Procedure is the same for ACI 318-11, 14, and 19.)
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Design checklist

1. Draw column elevations

2. Calculate load in column, and in horizontal struts at top and bottom of walking column.

3. Check bearing stresses on slab at top and bottom of walking column

4. Check strut strength

5. Check node strength

6. Determine two internal column sizes

7. Calculate strengths of both internal columns (consider slenderness)

8. Determine max permitted ØVn = Ø10 x (fc’)**1/2 (Make column wider if required)

9. Calculate ØVc = Ø2 x (fc’)**1/2 

10. Calculate required minimum shear deep beam reinforcement (horizontal and vertical)

11. Calculate provided shear strength of shear reinforcing

12. Verify that ØVc + ØVs ≥ Vu
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Design and detailing tips / rules-of-thumb

1. Space vertical bars in columns no farther apart than 10” (to prevent cracks).

2. Strive to align vertical bars in walking column with bars in columns above and below.

3. Space column ties at 6” o.c.

4. Use multiple legs of ties to increase shear strength

5. Limit size of ties to #5

6. Favor walking columns over sloping columns 

7. Specify rough joints at slab column interface, but don’t account for the rough joint in the 

calculations.

8. Draw nodes to scale to verify that tension tie bars will be fully developed at edge columns

9. Punching shear strength of concrete (ØVc) will be zero where tension ties connect to walking 

columns and where tension forces enter the shear walls. Provide studrails in these zones.

10. Extend tension struts deep into the floor diaphragm and shear walls, keeping in mind that 

these are “tension ties”. Don’t rely on minimum class “B” tension lap splices - not permitted!

11. Weld tension ties to embedded plates where tension ties occur perpendicular to slab edges 

where tension forces are large and where distance to develop bars is small.

12. Provide transverse bars in slab to spread the tension strut load horizontally where large 

tension strut forces occur perpendicular to slab edges.

26

• Column axial load design: Ø = 0.65

• Column bearing on slab: Ø = 0.65

• Tension ties/struts in slab: Ø = 0.75

• Compression struts in slab: Ø = 0.75

• Nodal zones: Ø = 0.75

• Shear calculations: Ø = 0.75

• Diaphragm flexural reinforcing steel calculations: Ø = 0.90

Phi factors
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Draw column elevations for all walking columns
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Only the overlapping column areas 

can be used for calculating bearing 

strength.

Check slab bearing strength at each end of walking column

27
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Check slab bearing strength at each end of walking column
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Can only use this equation where slab occurs 

on all sides around column and is adequately 

confined. (In this example there is adequate 

confinement on top, but not bottom.)

Check slab bearing strength at each end of walking column

Sample 

calculation

Slab: 6ksi

Column: 10ksi

80ksi reinf. steel

Pu=3000k
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Make column thicker or walk over two floors if required. 

Calculate vertical shear in column

No overlap

Compute upper limit on maximum permitted vertical shear in column
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Make column thicker or walk over two floors if required. 

Calculate upper limit on vertical shear strength of column
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Question: Why check shear on walking columns, but not on sloping columns?

Answer: Because axial loads in walking columns are resisted in part by shear. Axial loads in sloping 

columns are detailed with compression steel aligned with the sloping column and aligned with the 

compression force vector. (Note: ACI 318 allows sloping compression steel to be used in walking columns, 

but such steel adds unnecessary complexity.)
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Walk column over two (or more) floors if required to increase maximum permitted 

shear strength (and reduce diaphragm strut forces).
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Multi-story column walk

36

Calculate required minimum deep beam vertical and horizontal reinforcing in 

column for calculating strut strength

ACI 318-08:

Vertical 

bars

Horizontal 

bars
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Compute minimum deep beam shear reinforcing for which Appendix “A” strut 

strength equation may be used

Example: 34” wide walking column

Column reinf: #11@10” VEF & 4#5 ties @ 6”

If we have the minimum horizontal and vertical reinforcing, we can 

develop the Appendix “A” strut strength. (Next slide)

6”
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Compute column strut force and strut strength per ACI 318-08, Section A.3

Strut forces can 

be developed if 

the walking 

column has 

horizontal and 

vertical shear 

reinforcing per 

ACI 318 – 08 

Sections 11.7.4 

and 11.7.5 (but 

we still compute 

shear strength).
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Compute node strength (in slab) per ACI 318-08, Section A.5. Node strength 

usually governs over strut strength due to lower strength concrete in slab.
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Compute strut force in walking column, and compute column 

strut & node strength per ACI 318-08, Section A.3

Strut force

Strut strength

Node strength

10 ksi columns

8 ksi slabs
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Redunant shear strength calculation

Compute shear strength of walking column per per ACI 318-95, Section 11.8. 

Additional info / suggestions:

• For walking columns, the column ties provide more shear strength (per 

square inch of steel) than the vertical bars.

• Use #4 ties (min.), #5 ties (max.). 

• Space ties at 6”. 

• Use additional legs of ties as required. 

• Provide plan views off all walking columns showing all reinforcing steel.

• Limit vertical bar spacing in columns to 10”. 
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ACI 318-95
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Design deep beam shear reinforcing per ACI 318-95, Section 11.8

When Av/s = Avh/s2 then equation 11-30 becomes,For deep beams,

44

Calculate deep beam shear reinforcing per ACI 318-95, Section 11.8
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Tip

• Strive to continue vertical bars in columns above 

and below walking column into the walking column.

• Make vertical bars in walking column same size as 

vertical bars in columns above and below. 

46

Calculate deep beam shear reinforcing per ACI 318-95, Section 11.8

Walk column 

over two floors 

(or make 

column wider)

45
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Walk over two floors to increase shear strength
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Design “internal columns”

• Design each internal column to support full column load.

• Design each internal column to support full column load. (Use appropriate strength equations where 

required to account for slenderness. Equations 10-1 and 10-2 not always appropriate.)

• Strive to align vertical bars in internal columns with vertical bars in columns above and below. 

47
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Calculate compression and tension strut forces in slab diaphragm

• Where slab occurs on both sides of column, horizontal 

force might be resisted by a combination of a tension strut 

and compression strut.

• Load will follow the stiffest load path (often the shortest 

distance to the shear walls receiving the diaphragm force).

• Use engineering judgement to determine load path.

• Show strut forces on plan.

• Identify compression and tension struts on plan.
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Design slab / column interface for horizontal shear transfer

Show rough joint, but design for 

smooth joint, and ignore 

beneficial effect of column 

compression load. (Shear friction 

reinforcing can be “used twice”, 

because for column vertical 

loads it is in compression & for 

shear friction it is in tension.)
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Tension tie design
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-

52
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ACI 318-08

(ACI 318-14 is 

same)
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ACI 318-19
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ACI 318-19

ACI 318-19 permits use of higher strength bars with possible reductions in 

development length for headed bars, but “there’s no such thing as a free 

lunch”. 

To qualify for shorter development lengths and, bars must be spaced 

further apart and increased side cover must be used.

Suggestion: For simplicity, continue using headed bar provisions per ACI 

318-08, unless there’s a good reason to do otherwise.
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Considerations for selecting tension tie steel with Terminators

Suggest using Fy=60 ksi for tension tie bars even when you’re using 

Grade 80 reinforcing steel. 

Using Fy=60 ksi reduces strain in the tension struts and reduces potential 

crack widths in tension zones of slab.

May have to use #10 bars (versus #11) to get proper bar spacings and 

clear cover to top and bottom of slab.
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Note the required minimum bar spacing required to develop the 

headed bars in tension.
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60

(Per ACI 318-08)
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Design and detail slab tension strut (ACI 318-08, Section A.4) 

Be conservative with large tension forces. Cracks may occur in slabs with tension struts if 

sufficient steel, properly designed and detailed, is not provided.

Suggestion: Add note on drawings to repair cracks in tension struts via epoxy injection.
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Design tension tie anchor plates

Suggestion: Use continuous tension tie anchor plates at 

walking column / tension tie nodes occurring at slab 

edges where tension forces are high (>300k)
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Design tension tie anchor plates
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Design / detail tension strut reinforcing

Design and detail studrail shear reinforcing in tension zones (because ØVc = 0!).

63
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Design / detail tension strut reinforcing

ØVc = 0 where slab tension > 500 psi. 

Provide studrail shear reinforcing to provide 

required shear strength in tension zones 

near columns where tension strut originates 

and near shear walls where tension struts 

transfer diaphragm loads into the walls.

Can compute reduced ØVc per ACI 318-08 

Section 11.2.2.3., but this is not rocket 

science – and the actual tension forces 

maybe higher than you think they are – due 

to shrinkage, restraint to shortening, 

thermal, etc. – so be conservative and use 

ØVc = 0. 

Will vary from 

project to project
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Design and detail slab compression strut

• Compute slab strut compression strength (ACI 318-08, Section 14.5)

• Compute maximum slab deflection in compression strut (including creep) and double it to account for 

P-delta effects. Compute additional slab moment using magnified deflection to account P-delta 

effects. Design compression strut for combined bending and compression.

• Compute combined bending / compression strength

65
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Diaphragm shear strength

Note: Cannot use steel twice. (Cannot use the same steel for both 

flexure and shear if both are in tension.)
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Diaphragm shear strength

• Provide continuous each way top and bottom steel in slabs resisting large 

diaphragm forces.

• Recommended minimum slab thicknesses,

• 8” slab for strut forces up to 100k

• 10” slab for strut forces up to 200k

• 12” slab for strut forces up to 400k

• 14” slab for strut forces up to 800k

• 16” slab for strut forces up to 1,200k

• Use ACI 318-95 deep beam shear strength equation to calculate 

diaphragm shear strength (per foot)
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Diaphragm flexural strength (flexural chord steel)

Perimeter chord steel to resist global moments in diaphragm.
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Analyze floor diaphragm, determine load path through diaphragm, and design 

diaphragm / detail reinforcing steel for shear, moment, global diaphragm torsion, 

tension (studrails in tension zones) and compression

Identify load paths and address all anomalies in load path (slab openings, steps in 

slabs, etc.)

Diaphragm loads get into the 

shear walls via, tension and 

compression struts into ends 

of walls, and by shear 

friction.

Extend tension strut steel 

sufficiently far into the walls 

to allow full load transfer 

from the strut steel into the 

wall. (Conservatively, extend 

strut steel through full length 

of wall.) 
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Review, analyze, and design tension & compression load transfer into shear walls

• Loads can get into shear walls by tension, compression or shear.

• Analysis is similar to strut design at interface with walking columns.

• Detail tension steel into shear walls to transfer that force into the wall. 

• Check shear strength of wall and verify that tension strut steel extends 

sufficiently far into the wall to engage a sufficient length of wall in shear. 

(Embedding steel into shear wall for lap splice length may be insufficient.)

• Suggest anchoring tension strut steel across full length of wall (not just 5’ or 10’ 

into wall). (example: What is shear strength of wall per foot? How much shear is 

being transferred into the wall by the tension strut?)

• Identify rough joints at interface between walls and top and bottom of slabs.
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Draw elevations for all walking columns

Do not rely on walking column typical details. Actual conditions usually 

negate the ability to use those details.

• Full height elevation of walking columns with portions of columns above and below

• Indicate orientation (i.e., VIEW LOOKING NORTH, etc)

• Column identification (Identify walking columns on plan and on column schedule)

• Column dimensions and reinforcing steel

• Column axial load at top of walk and horizontal forces into diaphragm

• Two sections (minimum) looking down through column showing all reinforcing steel. One section 

above walking column, one section near bottom of walking column. (Cut sections where column 

steel is lapping with steel from above / below.)

• Provide enough information so that it is easy to understand how the reinforcing steel is to be 

configured.

• Identify rough joints at interface between columns and slabs.

Provide,
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Calculate additional moments 

imposed on shear walls due to 

walking columns

74

Things to watch out for,

• Reinforcing steel congestion (in nodes and strut connections to shear walls)

• Additional MEP sleeves and openings, or field modifications at known sleeves and openings

• Steps in slabs

• Large openings in compression and tension struts

• Failure to properly install terminators, anchor plates, splice couplers.

• Cracks in tension strut slabs

• Inadequate development of tension strut steel

• Insufficient detailing of column dowels at ends of walking/sloping columns resulting in 

incorrect placement of vertical reinforcing steel.
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Summary

75

• Use strut-and-tie methodology for design of walking columns

• Compute strut strength in walking column

• Compute and design for tension and compression diaphragm tie/strut forces in slab

• Draw elevations for walking columns and show on drawings (to better communicate with the 

rebar detailer and the engineer in your office reviewing the rebar placing drawings).

• Design / detail node reinforcing at slab / walking column joints

• ØVc = 0 in slabs near nodes imposing significant tension in the slab! Provide studrails. 

• Tension forces in nodes occurring at slab edges require careful attention to detailing to develop 

the tension tie reinforcing steel. (See ACI 318 requirements for strut and tie design.) There are 

no alternative load paths at these nodes.

• Provide, design, and detail rational load paths for transfer of diaphragm strut forces to shear 

walls.

Summary
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• Provide, design, and detail rational load paths for transfer of diaphragm strut forces to shear 

walls.

• Show diaphragm strut forces on framing plans and identify diaphragm strut steel 

• Design and detail slab reinforcing steel to resist diaphragm shear and to connect the diaphragm 

and slab struts to the shear walls.

• Provide top and bottom steel in diaphragms with substantial tie/strut forces (Reinforcing steel 

cannot be used twice. (example: If you need #5@12” EW T&B for gravity loads and #5@12” EW 

T&B for horizontal forces in the diaphragm, then you need #7@12” EW T&B in the slab.)

• Slab tension steel extending into parallel shear walls must extend sufficiently far into the walls to 

permit load transfer into the walls. (Extending #11 tension bars into a shear wall with #5@12” 

HEF will not work.)

• Pay close attention to walking columns, slab diaphragm design, nodes, load transfer to shear 

walls, punching shear in slabs near tension tie nodes (including tension load transfer into shear 

walls).

• Be conservative.
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Thank you!

Questions?

PHILADELPHIA | NEW YORK CITY
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